Artist Led Workshops
dot-art Schools works with a wide range of artists to offer your school one-day artist-led workshops
in a variety of different techniques, media and subjects. All our workshops are delivered by
experienced artists with full DBS clearance and public liability insurance, and can be tailored to
meet your specific requirements.
Find out more about our artist workshop leaders:

Artist
Workshop

Rachel Brewster
Analogue Adventures
The Analogue Adventures workshop will engage pupils with both the STEM
subjects and a mindfulness approach to creativity whilst using traditional
photographic processes and techniques to create their own physical work.

Details

1) Sunprints - Using paper / card, pupils learn how to create their own unique
‘photogram’ cyanotype sun prints, bookmarks, postcards or prints which can be
tailored to fit within any curriculum theme. Depending on the age range and
group size, there is the opportunity to either use handmade pre-coated paper
(produced by the artist) or for the pupils to mix their own chemistry and coat the
paper themselves. The pupils will experience and learn about the entire
traditional process. From the mixing of chemistry, coating the medium,
designing, crafting/cutting out their own designs or foraging/choosing suitable
items such as leaves in the school grounds, through to arranging their design,
making the exposure itself and finally fixing and finishing their creation to take
away or display within the school.
2) Pinhole Viewer - Using card, tape, foil and semi-opaque paper, pupils will
learn how to engineer a pinhole ‘viewer’ through which they can explore the
world upside down. This activity develops and refreshes motor skills, includes
elements of maths and engineering techniques and introduces pupils to the
physics of light, encouraging them to see, appreciate and interpret the world
from a different perspective..

Age Range
Materials
Cost

Year 4 upwards
Provided by artist: All chemistry, equipment and materials.
Provided by school: Access to electricity, outdoor area (if possible), additional
Scissors / Rulers / Pencils
£275 (dot-art Schools Participant) / £295 (non-participant) + £4 per student for
materials
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